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Viable range of the mass scale of the standard model
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In theories in which different regions of the universe can have different values of certain physical param-
eters, we would naturally find ourselves in a region where they take values favorable for life. We explore the
range of such viable values of the mass parameter in the Higgs potential,m2. For m2,0, the requirement that
complex elements be formed suggests that the Higgs vacuum expectation valuev must have a magnitude less
than 5 times its observed value. Form2.0, baryon stability requires thatumu!M P , the Planck mass. Smaller
values ofum2u may or may not be allowed depending on issues of element synthesis and stellar evolution. We
conclude that the observed value ofm2 appears reasonably typical of the viable range, and a multiple-domain
scenario may provide a plausible explanation for the closeness of the QCD scale and the weak scale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some of the major puzzles of particle physics and c
mology concern parameters which are much smaller t
their expected ‘‘natural’’ size@1#. For example, the Yukawa
coupling constant of the electron,le , is about 231026. The

QCD ‘‘vacuum angle,’’ū, is experimentally bounded to b
less than about 1029. Perhaps the mother of all such sma
number puzzles is the cosmological constant problem@2#.
The cosmological constant,L, in natural gravitational units
~i.e. in units ofM P

4 , whereM P;1019 GeV is the ‘‘Planck
mass’’! is known to be less than about 102120. All of these
dimensionless ratios would naturally be expected to be
order unity in the absence of some dynamical mechanism
symmetry principle that determined them to be small.

For some of these small numbers fairly simple conv
tional particle physics explanations are available. In parti
lar, viable models exist for explaining the smallness ofū and
le . Other small numbers are harder to explain conventi
ally. For example, although one can find ways~involving
supersymmetry! to explain why the cosmological constant
as small as~1 TeV! 4 ~or 10264 in natural units!, that is still
56 orders of magnitude larger than the observational bou

These puzzles are difficult to solve in terms of know
physics and the literature contains various hypothesized r
edies involving new physics. In particular, for the Hig
vacuum expectation value there is a strong suspicion
new particles and interactions such as supersymmetry
technicolor must be present at the 1 TeV scale. Howeve
present we have no evidence that such new physics exis
all searches have thus far been negative. In addition,
procedure of postulating new physics just beyond the m
scale in question does not work for the cosmological c
stant, so that one must look for dynamical mechanis
whereby new physics at high energy forces the cosmolog
constant to a small or vanishing value.

In this paper we explore the consequence of a new c
mological possibility that may put some of these puzzles i
different light. In the context of chaotic inflation@3#, it has
570556-2821/98/57~9!/5480~13!/$15.00
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been realized that there could be different domains in
universe in which the physical parameters take on differ
values. Because of the growth of space-time during inflati
we would live entirely within one such domain. The pos
bility of a multiple-domain universe may be more gene
than this particular known theory. For example in stri
theory, the moduli fields that determine many of the physi
parameters of the low energy theory may not be fixed at
string scale, and perhaps the domains of the universe sa
different values of these fields. Even more generally,
could argue that we need to take this possibility seriou
independent of any known mechanism. The history of s
ence has repeatedly demonstrated that our place in the
verse is not unique. Our planet, solar system and galaxy
only one of many. It is then required that we raise the p
sibility that the same situation may hold for the small regi
of the universe that we can observe — is our domain equ
lent to the whole universe or are there other different d
mains? This may be a difficult question to answer, but m
tiple domain theories may need different forms of analy
than do theories in which there are only a single unique
of parameters. This paper is an attempt to analyze som
the consequences of such theories on the Higgs mass pa
eter.

In multiple domain theories, at least some of the para
eters will vary in different domains. Many of these domai
will likely have extreme conditions — for example if th
cosmological constant had a more natural value the univ
would have lasted only a few times the fundamental Pla
time. However, in the ensemble of all domains, it is an o
vious requirement that we could only find ourselves in tho
domains that have properties that allow life. We will lab
domains that satisfy this bias as ‘‘viable’’ domains. Viab
domains will only exist for a restricted range of paramete

In recent work, Weinberg has addressed the question
whether this reasoning can explain the smallness of the
mological constant@4#. Weinberg examines the requireme
that the evolution of the universe be such that matter clum
into galaxies, and shows that this only occurs for a range
values of the cosmological constant. He then calculates
5480 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 5481VIABLE RANGE OF THE MASS SCALE OF THE . . .
mean value of viableL ’s. If the actual value ofL in our
universe turns out to be very much smaller than this m
value, one would conclude that the multiple domain hypo
esis cannot provide any understanding of the cosmolog
constant and that other mechanisms would likely have to
invoked to explain the smallness of this parameter. Alter
tively, if L is typical of the viable range, we may consid
the multiple domain hypothesis as a possible solution to
problem. Unfortunately, the results are not yet conclusive
neither the mean viable value nor the experimental value
L is yet well determined.

This type of reasoning is one version of what is oft
called an ‘‘anthropic’’ argument@5#. Some anthropic argu
ments invoke one or another ‘‘anthropic principle’’ — fo
example that the universe must have conscious obser
Such ‘‘principles’’ appear, for the most part, to be rath
arbitrary metaphysical assertions. However, in a multip
domain cosmology anthropic reasoning has a sounder ph
cal basis. In such a case, one is not appealing toa priori
assumptions about what the universe must be like, but ra
analyzing the observable consequences of a definite phy
hypothesis.

An analogy may make clear what is involved. Since th
are many planets in the universe, having varying conditio
it would make no sense to treat the surface temperatur
the earth as a fundamental parameter — like the fi
structure constant, say — to be derived from a fundame
microphysical theory. Rather, the fact that the surface te
perature of our planet ‘‘happens’’ to be near 300 K~a tem-
perature at which biochemical reactions are possible! is best
explained by noting that on much hotter or colder planets
evolution of life would be difficult or impossible. We do no
live, therefore, on a planet that is typical ofall planets, but
one that is presumably typical of biologically viable plane
Such considerations only become relevant if one has m
tiple ‘‘domains’’ ~in this case planets!, and if the paramete
whose observed value one is trying to explain does ind
vary among those domains, rather than being truly a ‘‘c
stant of nature.’’

Whether the cosmological constant~or in our case the
mass parameter of the Higgs field! is a fundamental param
eter with a unique value derivable from microphysics,
varies among different domains of the universe, is not so
thing that can yet be answered. An answer would requ
more knowledge of the details of the fundamental theory
of the cosmology to which it leads. At the least, however
is now clear that multiple domains do occur in at least so
physical theories, and the consequences of such the
need to be explored as best they can be. Weinberg’s ca
lation gives an example of the way that such theories
lead to physical hypotheses that potentially could solve o
standing problems in physics.

The greater part of this paper will be devoted to explor
a similar hypothesis for explaining the magnitude of a sin
parameter of the standard model of particle physics, nam
m2, the mass parameter of the Higgs potential. Like the c
mological constant, this parameter is many orders of ma
tude smaller than its ‘‘natural scale’’ and has so far no co
pletely satisfactory conventional particle physi
explanation. Its smallness~about 10234 in Planck units! is
considered one of the major puzzles in particle physics,
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is often called the ‘‘fine tuning problem’’ or~in the context
of grand unified theories! the ‘‘gauge hierarchy problem’’
@6#. We will assume that the standard model is the corr
theory of particle interactions in the limit that effects fro
the Planck scale or the unification scale are neglected. In
next several sections of the paper we will examine some
the consequences of varying a single parameter,m2, of that
model @7#, and their implications for the probability of life
emerging. Of course, given the particular value ofm2 in
some domain, computing the probability that life evolves
that domain, or how often it is likely to do so, is an e
tremely hard problem that we do not know how to do. As
proxy for such a calculation we make certain plausible
sumptions about necessary conditions for life to emerge
domain. One of the conditions that we take to be necessa
that complex chemistry be possible. For us this means ch
istry that involves more than just hydrogen and helium.
other words, elements other than just hydrogen and hel
must ~1! be allowed to exist by the theory, and~2! be actu-
ally formed in the evolution of the universe.~For further
discussion of the assumptions made in our analysis,
comparison with other related work, see Appendix A.!

Without more information on the nature of the underlyin
multiple domain theory, we cannot be sure which parame
vary nor over what range. There are some plausible ar
ments for focusing particularly onm2 and these will be ex-
plained more fully below. Moreover, the viable range form2

will turn out to be so small compared to its natural range t
it might be argued that the constraint on its range is the m
important anthropic bias, and that other parameters have
a secondary effect. However, many of our considerati
also apply to more general situations. In particular, it is a
interesting to look at the ratios of the quark masses from
perspective, and we do this in Sec. VI.

Note that we do not attempt to modify the standard mo
by adding new physics at low energies. To do so wo
make the space of possibilities too large to make meanin
arguments. There is no intrinsic conflict between the multi
domain hypothesis and other physics beyond the stan
model. However, the hypothesis would certainly be super
ous if all of the parameters of the standard model could
explained without it.

II. THE HIGGS MASS PARAMETER µ2

Of all the parameters of the standard model,m2 stands out
in a number of ways. First, it is the only one which is dime
sionful, and because of that it sets the scale for the masse
all the known elementary particles@8#. All the elementary
particles of the standard model which have mass — qua
leptons,W6, andZ0 — derive these masses from coupling
the expectation value of the Higgs. This expectation val
which is denotedv/A2, is determined by the minimization o
the effective potential of the Higgs field,V(f)5l(f†f)2

1m2f†f. Sincem2,0 one has thatv5Aum2u/l. The ob-
served value ofv is 246 GeV. We will call this valuev0, and
henceforth the subscript ‘‘0’’ will denote the value a param
eter takes in our domain. The masses of the weak-interac
gauge bosons,W6 and Z0 are given byv times the gauge
coupling constants, which are of order1

2. The masses of the
quarks and leptons are given byv times Yukawa couplings
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which range from about 231026 for the electron to about 1
for the top quark. The mass of the Higgs particle isA2lv,
wherel is as yet unknown, but is roughly of order unity@9#.

The second way in whichm2 stands out among the pa
rameters of the standard model is its extreme smallness
noted above, it is of order~100 GeV!2, or about 10234 in
natural Planckian units. This is to be compared to the n
smallest parameters, the electron Yukawa coupling,le>2
31026, and the QCD vacuum angle,ū,1029. In the sim-
plest grand unified modelsm2 receives contributions of orde
MGUT

2 ;1032 GeV2 from each of several terms, which mu
therefore cancel to fantastic accuracy. In such ‘‘fine-tune
models, a very small change in the other parameters wo
disturb this cancellation and causem2 to vary over an enor-
mous range.~This may be another justification for our ap
proach here of only considering variations ofm2 and keeping
the other parameters essentially fixed.!

Finally, m2 stands in contrast to the other parameters
the standard model in that fairly plausible explanations
terms of symmetry principles or other conventional parti
physics considerations are available to account for their m
nitudes. For example, it is generally regarded as likely t
the relative values of the gauge couplings are the resu
unification of the gauge groups at or below the Planck sc
@10#. Likewise, there are many ideas for explaining the rat
of quark and lepton masses in terms of grand unificati
family symmetries, horizontal interactions, radiative hier
chies, or a combination of these@11#. The smallness of the
QCD vacuum angle can be explained by the axion mec
nism @12# or by approximateCP invariance@13#. By com-
parison, the smallness ofm2 is very hard to account for in
conventional ways. There have been two main approache
doing this, ‘‘technicolor’’@14# and supersymmetry@15#. The
technicolor approach is fraught with difficulties and h
fallen into disfavor. The supersymmetry approach is m
promising, but a completely satisfactory and simple expla
tion of the smallness ofm2 does not yet exist.

It will be assumed, then, thatm2 can be of either sign and
can vary between1M P

2 and 2M P
2 . To understand the be

havior ofv asm2 is varied over this range, one must look
the potential forf including the effect of its coupling to the
quark-antiquark condensates~which can ordinarily be ne-
glected!:

V~f!5l~f†f!21m2f†f1S (
i

l i^q̄iqi&f1H.c.D .

~1!

The q̄q condensates for light quarks have a value of or
f p

3 , where f p is the strong-interaction chiral-symmetry
breaking scale@8#. ( f p.100 MeV.! For m2 negative and
much larger in absolute value thanf p

2 , as in our domain, one
can ignore the last term in Eq.~1! and obtainv>Aum2u/l
;umu. As m2 becomes smaller in absolute value thanf p

2 , and
of either sign, one can neglect them2 term and obtainv
;(l t /l)1/3f p; f p . Finally, whenm2 is positive and larger
than f p

2 one can neglect the quartic term and obtainv
;l t( f p

3 /m2);( f p
3 /m2). Note that in am2.0 domain, the
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longitudinal components of the Weak interaction gau
bosons come from the ‘‘pions’’ not from the Higgs field, an
MW;g fp .

III. THE µ2<0 DOMAINS

In domains withm2,0 and greater in absolute value tha
in our domain, one hasv.v0. One is dealing, then, with
‘‘large v ’’ domains. Our basic assumption that ‘‘comple
chemistry’’ be possible obviously implies that a variety
nuclei be~a! stable and~b! actually formed in primordial or
stellar nucleosynthesis. Specifically, since we have defi
complex chemistry to be chemistry involving more than ju
hydrogen and helium~see Appendix A!, we must have the
synthesis of stable nuclei withZ.2.

One of the things that can go wrong whenv becomes
larger thanv0 is that nuclei, or even the protons and ne
trons, can become unstable. For example, in our domain n
trons can be stable within nuclei; but, for sufficiently largev,
as we shall see, the reaction energy for neutron decayQ
5mn2mp2me , becomes larger than the binding energy p
nucleon in nuclei of about 8 MeV. At that point neutron
even in nuclei will decay and the only stable nuclei will b
protons. Our assumptions imply that such a ‘‘proton d
main’’ would be sterile.

To analyze the stability of nucleons and nuclei in largev
domains, we must understand how masses and binding e
gies depend onv. We turn first to this question.

The quark and lepton masses simply scale withv ~ignor-
ing the relatively small effect of the logarithmic running o
the Yukawa couplings!. Thus, we takeme50.5(v/v0) MeV,
mu54(v/v0) MeV, andmd57(v/v0) MeV.

We model baryon masses bymB5mq1mc1mem, where
mq is the sum of the quark masses in the baryon,mc is the
color energy, andmem is the electromagnetic energy. Sinc
for the neutron and proton the color energy is the same,
neutron-proton mass splitting is given bymn2mp5md
2mu1mem,n2mem,p . As long as the quark masses a
small compared to the QCD scale~which will be true for
v/v0 less than a few hundred! the size of nucleons, and
therefore the electromagnetic energy, will be relatively
sensitive tov. ~The size of a nucleon will scale asLQCD

21 .
For the dependence of this onv see below.! Thus we can
take mem,n2mem,p to have the same value which it has
our domain, namely about21.7 MeV. Thus we have tha
mn2mp5„3(v/v0)21.7… MeV, and theQ value for neutron
beta decay,Q[mn2mp2me is „2.5(v/v0)21.7… MeV.

For v5v0 most of the mass of thep, n, andD baryons is
due to color energy. The splitting between theI 51/2 bary-
ons (n andp) and theI 53/2 baryons (D) is in our domain
about 300 MeV.@Since the lightest baryons will be mad
purely of u and d quarks, we need be concerned only wi
isospin and not with flavor SU(3).# We will assume that both
m1/2 and m3/2 are proportional to the QCD scale,LQCD .
LQCD depends only indirectly and fairly weakly uponv.
~This dependence arises because the renormalization g
running of the strong coupling ‘‘constant,’’a3, depends on
quark thresholds, which in turn depend on the quark mass!
We find that LQCD;vz, where 0.25,z,0.3 for 22
, log(v/v0),4. Thus we take m3/22m1/2'300(v/v0)0.3

MeV.
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Of course, for very largev ~larger than a few hundredv0)
the quark masses will become larger than the color ene
and the proton, neutron, andD will become non-relativistic
bound states in which the color energy will go asa3

2mq and
thus be proportional tov.

The dependence of the nuclear force onv is a much more
complicated matter. The long-range part of the nucle
nucleon potential is due primarily to one-pion exchange, a
therefore has a range ofmp

21 . As long as theu andd masses
are small compared to the QCD scale, the mass of the pio
well approximated bymp}„(mu1md) f p…

1/2. Assuming that
f p}LQCD , one has thatmp;v (11z)/2. We will take mp to
go as v1/2, which is adequate for our discussions. T
shorter-range part of the nucleon-nucleon potential com
from multi-pion exchange, the exchange of heavier sta
and more complicated effects. It is difficult to estimate ho
these will depend onv. However, our qualitative conclusion
do not depend upon this issue.

With these general considerations we map out the na
of baryons and nuclei in universes wherev.v0.

v/v051. In our world, the splitting between isospin mu
tiplets is large,m3/22m1/2'300 MeV@mq ,mem. The light-
est baryons are thus the proton and neutron. Of these
proton is lighter because the quark mass splitting@(mn
2mp)quark mass53 MeV# wins out in competition with the
electromagnetic energy splitting@(mn2mp)em521.7
MeV#.

5*v/v0.1. As v increases the neutron becomes mo
unstable becausemn2mp increases, and the nuclear pote
tial between nucleons gets weaker~since mp is getting
larger!. The combined effect is to render nuclei less stab
We estimate that forv/v0*5 there will be no stable nuclei
as the mass excess of the neutron is greater than the nu
binding energy. Forv/v0&5 a variety of nuclei will continue
to exist, with fewer and fewer stable isotopes surviving
v/v0 increases.

Even if nuclei are stable there is the question of whet
or not they may form through nucleosynthesis. Relevan
this question is the fact that one of the first nuclei to beco
unstable asv/v0 increases above 1 will be the deutero
which even in our domain is very weakly bound. This is
particularly important case as all primordial and stellar n
cleosynthesis ultimately begins with deuterium.

The critical reaction for decay of the deuteron isd→p

1p1e21 n̄ which occurs wheneverBd,mn2mp2me
>@2.5(v/v0)21.7# MeV. For the binding energy of the
deuteron as a function ofv we consider two models, bot
based on the knowledge that the deuteron is a weakly bo
and rather extended nuclear state, sensitive to the long-r
pion-exchange component of the nuclear potential. In
simpler model we treat the nuclear potential as a square
with a hard core. The hard core mocks up the short ra
repulsion, whereas the square well of depth 35 MeV a
width 2 fm represents the one pion exchange potential.
model the effects of changingv we decrease the width a
(v/v0)21/2 to account for the increase inmp . The deuteron
binding energy can be solved for analytically~see Appendix
B!, yielding an approximate relation

Bd>F2.22aS v2v0

v0
D G MeV, ~2!
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wherea'5.5, for smallv2v0.
The shortcoming of this model is that all the deuter

binding is attributed to one-pion-exchange, which proba
overstates its importance. We therefore tried a more sop
ticated approximation@16#, using a one-boson-exchange p
tential ~OBEP! based on deuteron binding and scatteri
phase shifts. This model includes 6 bosons, and also inclu
s and d wave mixing for the deuteron. We variedmp pro-
portionally tov1/2 ~we neglect the scaling ofLQCD), but it is
not clear how the other meson parameters should vary.
problem is not well defined, as several of the ‘‘mesons’’
not correspond to physical particles but are mockups of
short range exchange of two or more pions in channels w
the same quantum numbers. The masses for these me
reflect the momentum distribution of the multiple pions
much as the mass of the pion itself. Further, the mass
coupling parameters are arrived at only after fitting, thus
change their relative values in anad hoc way can destroy
some sensitive cancellation, and is of questionable va
Faced with this problem we chose to vary the pion mass,
kept all other parameters of the OBEP unchanged. Solv
for the deuteron bound state we find a nearly linear relat
betweenBd andv of the same form as Eq.~2!, with a'1.3
MeV @16#.

For both our models, the deuteron binding energy is
plicitly a function of mp and implicitly a function ofv/v0.
The deuteron becomes unstable to weak decay for

v/v0'
3.91a

2.51a
~3!

with a in MeV. For the square-well model and the OBE
model, the deuteron is unstable atv/v051.2 and 1.4 respec
tively.

If the deuteron lifetime against weak decay is lo
enough, then a chain of nuclear reactions involving interm
diate unstable deuterons may be possible. In this case
critical reaction is the strong decayd→p1n, which be-
comes possible ifBd,0. The corresponding values ofv/v0
are 1.4 and 2.7 for the square-well and OBEP models,
spectively.

The anthropic argument in the case where deuterons
unstable is not airtight — there exists the possibility th
nuclei may form in neutron-rich regions following stella
collapse. Such a scenario would require significant rates
three-body processes, or a long-lived deuteron as may e
for the regime of 1.4,v/v0,2.7 for the OBEP model.

103.v/v0.5. For this range ofv/v0 nuclei are unstable
to decay of constituent neutrons, (A,Z)→(A21,Z)1p

1e21 n̄. Hypothetically, there is the possibility of stab
proton-rich (Z@N) nuclei, but this seems unlikely. In ou
world the depth of the nuclear potential is of order 50 Me
but the binding energy per nucleon in nuclei is only about
MeV. The difference is primarily due to kinetic energy in th
form of nucleon degeneracy energy and Coulomb energy
to the protons. In a nucleus withZ@N, with the same value
of A and the same nuclear density, the fermi energy will
greater by a factor of 22/3>1.6, and the coulomb energy wi
be greater by roughly a factor of 4. Given, also, an expec
decrease in nuclear binding due to an increase inmp and
stable proton-rich nuclei seem unlikely even in the abse
of inverseb decay.
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Even if stable proton-rich nuclei do exist, it will be diffi
cult to form them. The most stable nuclei will occur fo
intermediateA, but there will be significant gaps in the s
quence of stable nuclei necessary for nucleosynthesis.
example, either from direct experiment or by comparison
other unstable isotopes we may conclude that He2, Li 3, and
Be4, are all strongly unstable in our domain, and theref
also in domains wherev.v0. It is unclear, then, how com
pound nuclei would form ifv/v0*5.

Thus, the only stable nucleus will be the proton, and
only element hydrogen. We expect such ‘‘proton domain
to be sterile. It is interesting that the existence of neutr
close enough in mass to the proton to be stable in nu
plays an important role in making life in our domain po
sible.

v/v0*103. For large enoughv/v0, the mass difference
betweenu andd quarks is greater than the penalty in col
energy,m3/22m1/2, that must be paid to have three identic
quarks in a baryon. Exactly where this occurs is not
important, but at some pointmp5mD11. Comparingmd
2mu'3(v/v0) MeV to m3/22m1/2'300(v/v0)0.3 MeV
suggests that equality takes place at aroundv/v0' 500–
1000.

On either side of the critical value there is a range of or
20% in v/v0 where bothp and D11 are stablized by the
electron mass. This leads to what we shall call ‘‘proton p
D11 domains.’’

As v is increased above the narrow range of values wh
p andD11 can coexist, the proton becomes unstable to
decay p→D111e21 n̄, and at this point the only stabl
baryon is theD11. We refer to such a domain as a ‘‘D11

domain.’’
It is fairly clear that theD11 domains are sterile, as i

them it seems quite unlikely that twoD11’s would bind.
Sincev/v0 is large enough thatmu,d. f p , the pion is not a
goldstone-boson-like particle, and the nuclear force has o
a short range part. Here, in addition, there is a substan
Coulomb repulsion between theD11’s.

If the D11’s cannot fuse to form heavier nuclei, the
there is only a single kind of element, which will have
single D11 as its nucleus. But this element is chemica
equivalent to helium, and is therefore chemically inert
well. Therefore, in theD11 domains one expects neithe
nuclear nor chemical reactions to occur. It is hard to c
ceive, then, what kind of reactions could form the basis
life. The ‘‘proton plusD11 universes’’ are only marginally
more interesting. From what we know of their molecu
states, it seems obvious that hydrogen and helium a
could not form the basis of biochemistry.~For further discus-
sion of this point and of the assumptions that we are mak
about ‘‘viability’’ see Appendix A.! We conclude, therefore
that the whole range fromv/v0*103 to v/v0;M P /v0
;1017 can be excluded.

1.v/v0. Finally, although it is not strictly an issue for th
hierarchy problem, we examine the nuclear consequence
v,v0 in domains wherem2,0. As v decreases fromv0,
mn2mp falls belowme , so that the neutron becomes stab
but protons in hydrogen become unstable to electron cap
At a somewhat lower value ofv, the neutron and proton
masses become equal, followed eventually by a region wh
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the proton is unstable to the decayp→n1e11ne . The sta-
bility criteria are determined using av dependent electron
massme5lev.

One result of increasing neutron stability is to increase
primordial nucleosynthesis yield of He4. Once the neutron is
lighter than the proton we can no longer reliably estimate
results of nucleosynthesis. With no Coulomb barrier to s
press reactions, we anticipate that all single nucleons
bound into compound nuclei, but we cannot calculate
distribution of heavy elements. The value ofmp2mn never
gets larger than 1.7 MeV, so it is never large enough
destablize nuclei in a manner similar to neutron decay in
v/v0.5 regime. These compound nuclei are therefore sta
and we see no reason why values ofv/v0,1 could not sup-
port life.

IV. THE µ2>0 DOMAINS

For m2,0 the argument based on viable chemis
worked very effectively. The situation is not as simple f
m2.0. In this case,v; f p

3 /m2, and therefore form2*um0
2u

;(102 GeV)2 one hasv&1029v0, and all the quark and
lepton masses are extremely small. For example,me;5
31024 eV(m0

2/m2). Also, symmetry breaking of SU(2)
3U(1) is driven by quark condensates, so thatMW; f p .
These facts have dramatic consequences for the chem
energy scale of life, the structure of elements and ste
evolution; all of which play a role in the genesis of life.

Our critical assumption is that life requires the chemis
of complex molecules. A typical biochemical energy
Echem5ea2me , wheree is a numerical factor, which in ou
domain is of order 1023. ~This gives, not coincidentally
Echem5300 K, the average surface temperature of the ear!
What e would be in the bizarre small-v domains we shall
consider is hard to say. We shall keep it as a parameter in
formulas. We think it unlikely that it is large compared
one. The crucial point is thatEchem is proportional tome ,
which in m2.0 domains is tiny compared to its value in o
domain.

It is clear that chemical life cannot emerge until at lea
the time, which we will calltchem, when the temperature o
the cosmic background radiation cools belowEchem. To put
it picturesquely, there is the problem of life being fried b
the cosmic background radiation. When this radiation h
temperatureT;Echem, the matter density will ber(tchem)
;hBmpEchem

3 , wherehB is the baryon to photon ratio. We
assumehB to be set by physics that is insensitive to the va
of m2, such as the interactions of a grand unified theory, a
therefore to have a value similar to that in our univer
namely 10210. Using tchem;M P /r(tchem)1/2, Echem

5ea2me , andme;me0( f p
3 /m2v0), one derives

tchem;mp
21F S M P

mp
D S mp

me0
D 3/2S v0um0

2u

f p
3 D 3/2

a23hB
21/2G

3e23/2S m2

m0
2D 3/2

, ~4!
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or

tchem;1019 yrs e23/2S m2

m0
2D 3/2

. ~5!

By this time one of several disasters may occur which p
vent the emergence of life. We will discuss two of these:
burning out of stars, and the decaying away of all baryo
Before we do so, however, we must reexamine one of
assumptions that went into Eq.~5!, namely that chemistry is
based on electrons.

It is not hard to show that if we replaceme by eithermm
or mt in the formula fortchem the resulting time is still shor
compared to the lifetimes of them or t. This is because the
b-decay lifetime of a lepton goes as one over the fifth pow
of its mass, and therefore asv25;( f p

3 /v0m2)25. ~Recall that
the Fermi constant,GF; f p

22 in this limit rather than as
v22.!

Sincem ’s andt ’s are stable on the relevant time scales
is possible that the valence leptons of biochemistry would
some lepton other than~or in addition to! electrons. This
cannot be ruled out, and in fact whether it is so depends
the details of baryo/leptogenesis. Whatever the mechan
of baryo/leptogenesis, sphaleron processes will certa
have the effect of reshuffling baryon and lepton numbers
such a way that there will be non-zero values of all th
lepton numbers. Further, there is no reason for all three
ton numbers to be negative, even though sphaleron proce
will try to minimize B1L. Let us consider two cases to se
some of what is possible.~1! If primordially only t-number
was produced, and it was negative, then sphaleron-proce
weak scattering processes, and beta decay would lead
distribution with a net positive charge ints, Qt.0. Addi-
tionally, baryon’s~see below! tend to be positively charged
so QB.0. These charges are balanced byQe,0 and Qm
,0. This means that baryons andt1’s would become
clothed withe2’s andm2’s. Since them2’s would be much
more tightly bound, chemistry in this case would be elect
chemistry.~2! If, on the other hand, primordially only elec
tron number were produced, and it were negative, then
baryons would end up being clothed exclusively witht2’s
— as long asNt.QB . In any baryonic atom, at could
replace am, with a gain in binding energy. The remainingts
andms would bind, albeit more weakly, with electrons.

If the chemistry relevant for life is dominated by lepto
l 2, then one simply multiplies the formula fortchem by
(me0 /ml0)3/2. This result is to be compared with the baryo
lifetime. If tB.tchem, we then consider the structure of n
clei, and stellar evolution.

(i) The decay of baryons.1 The unification of gauge cou
plings suggests grand unification at a scale of order 116

GeV, and therefore the existence of gauge bosons of
mass whose exchange leads to violation of baryon num
But even if there is no unification at that scale, it is plausi
to suppose that at least at the Planck scale there will be s

1It is also possible to obtain a ‘‘viability’’ bound onm2 for m2

,0 from the requirement that baryons be sufficiently stable. Ho
ever, it turns out that the resulting bound of about (1011 GeV!2 is
weaker than the bounds we obtained in Sec. IV from other con
erations.
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whose exchange violates baryon number. Thus we will
rametrize the baryon decay rate asGB5mp

5/M4, whereM is

assumed to lie between 1016 GeV and 1019 GeV.
The time when baryons decay is determined by the c

dition GB5H.r1/2/M P . The temperature at this time i
given implicitly by the relationr rad5 f rB , wheref is a nu-
merical factor that we take to be about 0.3@17#. This gives
Trad.( f /grad)1/4(GBM P)1/2.0.3(GBM P)1/2. Requiring that
this be less thanEchem5ea2me;ea2me0( f p

3 /m2v0), and us-
ing the parametrization ofGB , yields the constraint

m2&ea2S me0f p
2 M P

3/2

v0mp
5/2 D S M

M P
D 2

>e~43105 GeV!2S M

1016 GeV
D 2

. ~6!

Thus if M;1016 GeV, the constraint that baryons still exi
when the universe is cooled down toEchem tells us thatm2

must be at least 27 orders of magnitude smaller than
natural scale ofM P

2 . The value in our domain is about 3
61 orders of magnitude smaller than the natural scale
biochemistry is controlled bym ’s or t ’s, then the above con
straint on m2 would be weakened by a factor ofmm /me
'200, ormt /me'3000.

There are a number of considerations that may actu
strengthen the bound onm2. In the first place, we have ne
glected the possibility that baryons might decay predo
nantly into channels that are blocked in our domain by
heaviness of the higher generation quarks and leptons.
example, in some supersymmetric theories the exchang
superheavy colored Higgsinos would produce very fast p
ton decay~in our domain! if it were not for the fact that the
final states include flavors heavier than the proton.

Even more interesting is the possibility that baryons co
decayvia sphalerons@18#. Since inm2.0 domains the weak
interactions are broken not atv0 but at f p , non-perturbative
weak baryon decay would not be as strongly suppressed
our domain.

Finally, there is the question of baryogenesis. If it occu
through standard ‘‘drift and decay’’ mechanisms@19# involv-
ing grand unified interactions, then one would expect
asymmetry to be essentially independent ofm2. But if baryo-
genesis takes place at the weak scale in our domain@20#, it is
probable that in them2.0 domains the asymmetry would b
very different.

(ii) The structure of the elements.With the Higgs system
not generating a vacuum expectation value, the breakin
the standard model occurs through the Goldstone boson
the strong interactions. TheW mass is of order 50 MeV.
However, the quark masses are very small since they
sensitive only to the Higgs vacuum expectation value. W
six essentially massless quarks, the lightest baryon multi
will be a 70-plet, with 27 members which are neutral,
which have charge11 and eight each with charge -1 an
charge12. The lightest meson multiplet starts out with 3
members, but three are ‘‘eaten’’ to become the longitudi
gauge bosons, leaving 32 pseudoscalar mesons, which
the Goldstone bosons of the dynamically broken ch
SU~6! symmetry.

-
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Electroweak interactions will split the multiplets and o
estimates for these effects are based on the understandi
electromagnetic mass splittings of the observed hadrons.
the Goldstone bosons the mass splittings can be unders
using effective Lagrangians with chiral symmetry, which
the world under consideration would involve a SU(6L

3SU(6)R chiral invariance. The purely lefthanded intera
tions of the chargedW’s will not produce masses for th
Goldstone bosons, since such interactions lead to an effe
chiral lagrangian which involves derivatives@21#, and hence
vanishes atp250. However vectorial interactions do gene
ate masses, in analogy to the electromagnetic mass shif
pions and kaons. The electromagnetic andZ0 interactions
will have such vectorial effects, and display an SU(3u

3SU(3)d invariance for separate rotations of up-type a
down-type quarks. By a generalization of Dashen’s theor
@22#, these interactions will leave the 16 neutral Goldsto
bosons massless, while giving a common mass to all
charged mesons. Using the observed pion mass splitting
can estimate that the charged mesons will have a mas
about 35 MeV. The neutral mesons will develop very sm
masses due to chiral symmetry breaking,mp}(mqf p)1/2

'lq
1/2f p

2 /m. Even form as small as 100 GeV, some mes
masses will be less than a KeV. The tiny mass of the neu
mesons implies that nucleons will have a long-ranged neu
mesonic cloud, and that the nuclear force will have a co
spondingly long-range potential.

The baryon mass splittings are less amenable to an an
sis based only on symmetry, and we must include qu
model ideas about the effects of electroweak interactio
The short-distance electroweak effects preserve the q
chirality, which implies that they will not generate qua
mass shifts. The longest range effects of the vectorial in
actions will be proportional to the square of the baryo
electric or weak charges. Describing these by the elec
chargeQ and the strong isospint, and ignoring the masses o
theW,Z, we would expect that the lightest baryons should

the 19 (Q,t)5(0,1
2 ) states, a group which contains the ne

tron. With splittings of order an MeV, the 19 (Q,t)5(1,1
2 )

charged baryons~containing the proton and related state!
could likely be the next grouping. Hyperfine interactions a
quark masses could further split the states within th
groups. All of the baryon and meson states which are shi
up in mass are unstable and can decay down to the gro
states via weak or electromagnetic interactions, although
haps with very long lifetimes.

Given these building blocks we outline the nature of n
clei. In our world, consisting of just protons and neutron
any substantial nucleus has comparable numbers of neu
and protons, as dictated by a need to minimize the Fe
energy. There is a tendency to have fewer protons so a
simultaneously lower the Coulomb energy. In them2.0 do-
mains, there are many species of neutral and charged n
ons, so the effects of degeneracy energy will only come i
play for larger nuclei. At the same time, for modest s
nuclei (R of a few fermi! the weak bosons are effective
long range,mWR'mZR,1, so the one must take into ac
count weak-interaction energy as well as electromagn
Coulomb energy.
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A nucleus consisting ofN baryons of type (Q,t3)5(0,

2 1
2 ) and Z of type (Q,t3)5(1,1

2 ) will have strong isospin
t35 1

2 (Z2N) and weak hyperchargeY/25 1
4 N1 3

4 Z. ~Since
right-handed quarks have vanishing weak isospin, the ef
tive weak isospin of a nucleon is half of its strong isosp
and Y/25Q2t3/2.! The Coulomb energy will have contri
butions proportional to@g1

2(Y/2)21g2
2t(t11)/4#. For larget

we can approximatet(t11) by t2. Clearly, this is minimized
by makingt as small as possible, namelyt5ut3u. This allows
us to express the Coulomb energy in terms ofN andZ, and
minimizing with respect toZ subject to the constraint tha
Z1N5A, one finds easily that

Z5
A

2

g2
22g1

2

g2
21g1

2
5

A

2
@122sin2~u!#'

A

4
.

This relation holds for intermediateA; for largeA the weak
force will saturate due to its finite range, and eventually
must also include degeneracy effects~filling Fermi levels! as
well as other nucleon states, while for smallA we must in-
clude the nucleon mass differences.

Coulomb energy may cause nuclei larger than some c
cal size to be unstable to spontaneous fission, as in our
main. However, above the value ofA for which the weak
force saturates~which we estimate to be on the order of
few hundred! the ratioZ/A is determined predominantly b
minimizing electric Coulomb energy rather than wea
interaction Coulomb energy. This would lead~in thesem2

.0 domains! to large nuclei havingZ!A. The smallness of
Z/A may well mean that there is no maximum size set
nuclei by spontaneous fission. The situation is complica
by the longer range of the strong nuclear force and the
fects of degeneracy energy with many degrees of freed
Therefore, we cannot say with certainty whether or not th
is a maximum nuclear size in them2.0 domains.

Similarly, the spectrum of nuclei that result from primo
dial nucleosynthesis is not certain. Early stages of nucleos
thesis will occur with neutral baryons combining to for
light nuclei, but as nuclei grow in size and charge, it is n
clear to us whether or not Coulomb barriers will result in
termination of nucleosynthesis at small or modest nuclei
whether nuclear burning will ‘‘run away’’ to give only very
massive nuclei. The difficulty lies in estimating how scree
ing and thermal contributions to meson masses will affect
long-range nuclear potential in its competition with the Co
lomb barrier between light nuclei.

With the uncertainty in these issues, it seems possible
light nuclei with small charge may exist and provide a ba
for chemical life. It is also possible that nucleosythesis w
result in a small number of low-charge, superheavy nuc
which does not seem conducive to the development
chemical life.

(iii) Stars burning out.Even if an interesting mix of ele-
ments develops during nucleosynthesis, the timetchem is so
large that it is natural to wonder if there would be any st
left by the time biochemistry could take place in a smallv
domain. On the other hand, with extremely small lept
masses, stellar cooling may be so obstructed that stars n
contract to the nuclear burning phase at all. We give an ov
view of these issues.
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Stars are supported by either gas pressure, radiation p
sure, or degeneracy pressure. If the support is either
radiation, or degeneracy of a relativistic species then as
star cools~loses energy! it contracts and heats up (T in-
creases!. If supported by degeneracy of non-relativistic fe
mions, then it cools but does not contract. A system of
first kind contracts until it becomes hot enough for nucle
burning to proceed against the Coulomb barriers of the
clei. Once the fuel is gone contraction continues until eit
another fuel burning stage is reached, the object is suppo
by non-relativistic degeneracy pressure~white dwarf or neu-
tron star!, or the object contracts within its Schwarzsch
radius and disappears as a black hole. Systems supporte
degeneracy pressure before nuclear burning cool into pla

Whether a cloud of gas turns into a star or a planet
pends on its initial mass and~to a lesser extent! composition.
Initially the cloud is non-degenerate and is supported by
pressure. As it contracts degeneracy pressure increas
R25 while gas or radiation pressure increase asR24. When
the star reaches a sizeRd degeneracy pressure will halt fu
ther contraction. From dimensional analysis,

Rd;
N1/3

M* mf
,

where M* 5(GNmB
2)3/2N'M /M ( , N is the number of

baryons in the star, andmf is the mass of the degenera
fermion @23#.

The temperature at this point isTd;M
*
2 mf , and the

Fermi momentum of the degenerate fermions iskf d

;M* mf . If Td is greater than the temperature necessary
nuclear burning,TN' 1 keV @24#, then a star is born befor
degeneracy occurs. In our domain,mf5me and, after includ-
ing numerical factors,Td.TN for NB..08N( . Low mass
stars develop, burn, and then turn into white dwarfs. In
m2.0 domain, the lepton may bee, m, or t, but in any case
mf,1 eV. Td will therefore be too cool to support nuclea
burning. Protostars withM* ,1 turn into planets.

If M* .1 the leptons become relativistic before they b
come degenerate, and the collapse cannot be halted
nuclear fusion takes place. After a burning phase contrac
continues until either another nuclear burning phase oc
or the core contracts inside its Schwarzschild radius an
black hole results. IfM* is not too much greater than 1,
neutron star may form.

SinceM* .1 for nuclear fusion, stellar burning will tak
place in a plasma of relativistic leptons and anti-leptons. T
plasma is not degenerate: the degeneracy parameter iskf /T
'1/M* . As the leptons are relativistic, opacities for photo
will be large, dominated by the photon-lepton cross-sect
a2/T2. On the other hand neutrino interactions are also m
larger, so neutrinos dominate stellar cooling in the nucl
burning phase.

At temperatures less thanMW cross sections for neutrin
pair production, scattering from leptons or baryons, abso
tion, etc., will be of orderT2/ f p

4 . For stars ofM* 51 the
density of baryons and thermal leptons will be comparab
but for larger stars thermal particles will dominate, so
may estimate mean free paths and emissivities from ther
pair processes. Mean free paths for weak interactions al
es-
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4/T5'1012/TkeV

5 cm; i.e., solar type stars are likely to coo
by volume emission or have a very deep neutrino sph
The energy loss rate per lepton from pair annihilation
neutrinos is'1028TkeV

6 GeV s21; i.e., solar mass stars coo
on time scales of roughly a year, and larger stars in m
less time. This is very much less thantchem.

The next issue is star formation. Of particular concern
the cooling rates during collapse, when temperatures are
low for efficient neutrino emission, and cooling is regulat
by the photon opacity either in the interior or at the surfa
Opacities are determined by the chemistry of the light
charged lepton. For us this is the electron mass, althoug
some scenarios the active species will in fact be positr
bound in eitherm or t-onium.

There are two stages in the collapse of a cloud to the p
of nuclear ignition. At first, temperature gradients are n
large and convection provides the energy transport. T
photosphere is essentially held at a fixed temperatureTe
'a2me at which material is no longer ionized and the opa
ity drops. The luminosity isL;R2Te

4 . Cooling is initially
very fast but slows as the star shrinks. Eventually, tempe
ture gradients increase to where radiative transport is ef
tive and convection is cut off. At that point the cooling tim
scale is the Kelvin-Helmholtz time for photon diffusion t
the surface:

tKH;
R2

l
;

N

R
s'

1038a2T

T21me
2

,

wherel is the mean free path ands is the cross section fo
photon-lepton scattering. To derive the last relation: note t
if T,me then s;a2/me

2 but for higher temperaturess
;a2/T2, and thatRT'1019M* is roughly constant during
collapse. The cooling time is dominated by the epoch wh
T5me , or tcool'1034/me'1017m2/m0

2 yr. This is less than
tchem @see Eq.~5!#, but not by so much that the energy fro
stellar burning may not be available for life to form.

Thus, within this crude treatment of stellar evolution, sta
are expected to form slowly, but burn nuclear fuel ve
quickly. The actual stage of nuclear burning seems too s
to benefit life, but there are other possible energy sour
than surface heating of planets by stars. For example, pla
may be volume heated by radioactivity, residual gravitatio
energy, baryon decay, or even absorption of the backgro
of neutrinos produced by stellar burning. The energy flow
the surface would in principle be usable for the evolution
life.

V. QUARK MASSES

We have been discussing theories in which the Hig
mass parameterm2 can vary in different regions of the uni
verse, under the assumption that the Yukawa couplings
not change from the values that they have in our portion
the universe. It is possible that the underlying theory a
allows the values of the Yukawa couplings to vary in diffe
ent domains. In this section, we discuss some of the poss
implications of this situation. However, we stress that wi
out knowing the details of the fundamental theory we do
know whether these masses are in fact subject to variatio
whether they occur in fixed ratios due to some other mec
nism. For example, we can see no anthropic argument w
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5488 57AGRAWAL, BARR, DONOGHUE, AND SECKEL
would force neutrinos to be as light as they seem to be~if
indeed they have a mass!. However, a ‘‘see-saw’’ mecha
nism @9# would make them very light automatically, and w
would not need consider anthropic reasoning.

The masses of the quarks and leptons of the second
third generations have very little impact on the particles a
reactions which occur naturally in our universe. Therefo
anthropic arguments would not place constraints on th
masses. In an ensemble of viable domains, these ma
could be randomly distributed. In practice, the observ
masses appear to be distributed without any obvious pat
and randomness appears as good an ‘‘explanation’’ as
thing else.

The masses of the light quarks are constrained by
physics which has been discussed above. In particular,
requirement that the deuteron exist yields an upper boun
the sum of the up and down quark masses:

~mu1md!max

~mu1md!real
<2. ~7!

If the d quark mass was lighter, or the both the mas
were small, the proton would be heavier than the neutr
and could decay into it. Hydrogen would then not exist a
stable atom~at least for small values of the electron mas!.
However, the complex elements would still exist, and th
would seem to be sufficient building blocks for some form
life. Thus, we will use the above inequality as the sole c
straint on the light quark masses.

The constraints on the electron mass come from o
sources. An electron mass larger that the binding energy
nucleon, around 10 MeV, would lead to the decay of atom
through the processe21p→n1n, with the final neutron
ejected from the nucleus. However, stronger constraints
be obtained in nucleosynthesis. If the electron mass is hig
than the temperature at the time of nucleosynthesis, the e
trons will have all disappeared, converting viae21p→n
1n leaving only neutrons behind. Likewise, the reactio
which would burn neutrons, such asn1n→d1e21 n̄e
which would be the neutron equivalent of the start of the
cycle, use weak interaction transitions and would be shut
if the electron mass is large. The precise constraint depe
on the neutron and proton masses, but is generically in
range of a few MeV.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In a universe with domains which can have different v
ues of some of the underlying parameters, life may only
able to develop in some of those domains. If this is the ca
we would expect that the parameters of our domain sho
be typical of the viable range. If the viable range is so la
that our values of the parameters are unnaturally small wi
this range, then this hypothesis fails to help us understand
observed sizes of these parameters.2 However, we have
found that within the overall structure of the standard mo

2For example, theu parameter in QCD appears to be mu
smaller than its viable range, and thus the multiple domain theo
do not appear to provide any insight into the strongCP problem.
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there is a relatively small acceptable range for the Hig
parameterm2 and the light quark masses. The physical v
ues of these parameters are quite typical of this range, rai
the possibility that the anthropic bias of multiple doma
theories could be an ‘‘explanation’’ of these magnitudes.

The arguments behind this conclusion are summarize
Fig. 1. Form2 negative, as in our domain, it seems that t
whole range of values for the vacuum expectation value fr
M P down to about 5~or perhaps even down to 1.2) times th
value in our domain can be excluded. For most of that ra
~down to about 103v0) the universe would consist of sterile
helium-like atoms whose nuclei wereD11. There would be
essentially no reactions either chemical or nuclear. For
lower part of the excluded range, there would be virtually
nuclei other than protons, and thepp andpn processes tha
are needed for nucleosynthesis would be endothermic as
deuteron would not be stable.

For positive values ofm2 the condition that baryons stil
exist at the time biochemistry becomes possible forcesm2 to
be many orders of magnitude smaller than the ‘‘natura
Planck scale.@Cf. Eq. ~4!.# Our arguments for smaller value
of m2 are less certain. It may be that long range nucl
forces cause all baryons to clump into superheavy nu
with small charge, which does not appear to be promising
life. If these forces are screened in a mesonic plasma,
light nuclei will continue to exist, and can burn in stars, a
stars may ignite at sufficiently late times to fuel life. Ind
vidual stars, however, will be extremely short lived com
pared to the cosmological time scales. If life is to develop
such a universe, the energy source is not likely to be
s

FIG. 1. A summary of arguments thatum2u!M P is necessary for
life to develop. Form2,0, large values ofum2u imply large values
of v, and hence larger masses for leptons, quarks, and baryons
increasing difference between the light quark masses,md2mu

}v/v0, implies universes with but a single species of stable nuc
which we argue would not allow for chemistry rich enough to su
port life. There is a narrow band where bothp andD11 are stable,
but the chemical equivalent of a mix of hydrogen and helium
plausibly also sterile. Form2.0, quark chiral condensates lead
v} f p

3 /m2 and quark and lepton masses become very small. L
lepton masses imply that biochemical processes cannot occur
cosmologically late times, when baryons may have already
cayed. We show a constraint for a baryon lifetime estimated fr
exchange of intermediate grand unified theory scale (MX'1016

GeV! particles. Even if baryons are stable, formation of a biolo
cally acceptable mix of elements or the nature of stellar evolut
may make development of life improbable. What is left is a rath
narrow range ofm2,0 which includes the physical values in ou
universe.
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photoluminescence of an individual star.
One can thus plausibly argue that for life to exist them2

parameter has to be negative and has to be close to the
it has in our universe.

One of the interesting features of our multiple-doma
hypothesis is that it explains — as no other approaches d
present — the curious fact that the weak scale is near to
QCD scale. In order for protons and neutrons~rather than
D11) to be the lightest baryons,md2mu has to be less than
the chromodynamic energy which splits the baryon decu
from the octet. For the deuteron to have large enough b
ing energy to save neutrons from virtual extinction in t
early universe and also to allow thepp reactions to be exo
thermic, the pion has to have a long Compton wavelen
compared to the nucleon, and this in turn means that thu
andd masses have to be not only less than but small c
pared to the QCD energy scale by about the amount see
nature. This also provides a possible resolution to the ‘‘fi
tuning problem’’ — in an ensemble of different domains
the universe, the Higgs mass parameter will occasionally
into the viable range without having to be fine-tuned in ge
eral. If the cosmological constant is confirmed to have
non-zero value close to present estimates, and no new p
ics is found in the TeV energy region, we may be faced w
de-facto evidence for the presence of fine-tuning. In suc
situation, the anthropic or multiple-universe consideratio
become highly attractive.

Finally, let us comment on the ability of these ideas to
tested. Many of the ideas presently being explored theo
cally, such as the hidden sector of supersymmetry brea
or compactification in string theory, are difficult to prob
directly and the idea of multiple domains is in general sim
larly difficult. Negatively, we can say that if the electrowe
scale is what it is for ‘‘anthropic’’ reasons, there would be
need to invoke supersymmetry or technicolor or other str
ture at the electroweak scale to make the fine-tuning ‘‘na
ral’’ @1#. If no such structure is found, then, it would be
point in favor of an anthropic explanation; indeed, in th
case there would be few if any physical alternatives. Posi
evidence is harder to come by. Of course, we are not ab
explore other domains in the universe. However, the mult
domain structure will ultimately be contained as part of s
cific physical theories, such as chaotic inflation, and the c
sequences of these theories can be testable by other
conventional means. For example, the community is hop
to be able to test the details of inflationary theories throu
cosmological measurements and perhaps these could
indications as to the validity of chaotic inflation. Likewis
direct physical experimentation, such as rare decays and
pattern of neutrino masses, has the potential to eventu
sort out the correct underlying theory. The consideration
this class of theories is thus far largely unexplored, and
cannot yet predict how successful the idea will be. Idea
through standard means we may be able to learn if the
damental theory in fact produces multiple domains, in wh
case these considerations automatically become relev
Until the time that this happens, our conclusion must
modest: the observed values of the mass parameters are
sonably typical of the viable range.
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APPENDIX A

In this paper we make the following assumptions:~a!
physics below the unification scale~which may be at or be-
low the Planck scale! is described by the standard model
particle physics together with Einstein’s theory of grav
and some set of dimension-6 operators~suppressed byM 22,
whereM is between 1016 and 1019 GeV! that lead to baryon
number violation;~b! the universe has a multiple doma
structure;~c! the parameterm2 of the standard model Higg
potential varies among the domains over the whole allow
range from1M P

2 to 2M P
2 , while the other parameters o

physics~as evaluated at the Planck scale! are fixed;~d! life
requires complex chemistry, and in particular chemistry
volving more than just hydrogen and helium; and in a p
tion of the work we assume that~e! life requires stars as a
source of energy~or, rather, of low entropy!.

It is clear that assumption~a! could be changed in variou
ways without affecting our arguments. For example, it wou
seem to matter little what one assumes about the existenc
axions, or about the existence of right-handed neutrin
Clearly, there could be many kinds of new physics th
would have little effect on the ordinary sector of particle
Thus assumption~a! is unnecessarily strong. However, w
are not interested at this point in finding theweakestset of
assumptions that would allow one to explain the obser
value ofm2 by means of a multi-domain hypothesis, but on
in exploring whether there issomereasonable set of assump
tions that might allow one to do so.

Assumption~c! is undoubtedly also unnecessarily stron
One can consider instead the possibility that not onlym2 but
other parameters vary among domains. For example, if b
m2 andas varied, there would be domains where the stro
and weak scale differed from their values in our domain
had the same ratio. It would be interesting to examine
consequences of such possibilities. However, again, we
interested only in findingsomereasonable multi-domain hy
pothesis that might explain the gauge hierarchy. Vari
models may ultimately prove to be superior.

The validity of assumption~d! can certainly be called into
question. For example, there are interesting speculations
to Feinberg and Shapiro@25# that complex structures migh
arise in liquid hydrogen from the interactions of orthohydr
gen and parahydrogen molecules. If this is true, life co
conceivably arise composed only of hydrogen. Howev
even such a radical possibility would not undercut most
our arguments. It would have no relevance to the ‘‘D11

domains’’ discussed in Sec. III, as they contain only exo
helium rather than hydrogen. Even the ‘‘proton domain
discussed in the same section would still be sterile if assu
tion ~e! is valid, since they would not be able to produ
hydrogen-burning stars. For them2.0 domains to allowany
kind of biochemistry, however exotic or simple, there wou
still have to baryons around when the universe had coo
sufficiently to allow the biochemistry. Thus, even if life ca
emerge from fairly simple biochemistry, most of our discu
sion would carry through.

One can imagine the even wilder possibility of life bas
on nuclear rather than chemical reactions, though it is har
envision how this would be realized. But even if such
possibility were realizable, most of the range of negativem2
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would still be excluded, as in both theD11 and proton do-
mains there is only one stable nucleus and therefore
nuclear reactions. The positivem2 case is obscure.

It is clear that one cannot exclude rigorously all such
otic possibilities. However, it is not clear that is necessary
do so in order to claim to have a reasonable hypothesis
explaining the value ofm2. We would maintain that to have
a reasonable hypothesis it is only necessary to find a se
plausible assumptions that would explain the data in a sim
way, not to rigorously prove the validity of all of those a
sumptionsin advance. It is true, however, that to the exten
that exotic possibilities for life which are not based on che
istry can be made plausible — or even better, are actu
found to be realized in nature — then the kind of hypothe
we are exploring would become less plausible, and perh
could be overthrown altogether. This at least says that
hypothesis is falsifiable.

Perhaps the most dubious assumption is~e!, since there
are various sources of energy in our world besides st
Geothermal energy is one example.~Though, of course, the
radioactive isotopes whose decay heats the earth’s inte
were synthesized in stellar interiors.! The validity of assump-
tion ~e! is relevant for small positive values ofm2. @See Sec.
IV ~iii !, ‘‘Stars burning out.’’# One would hope that argu
ments which exclude small positivem2 could be found
which do not make use of assumption~e!. Perhaps, when
more is understood about baryon-number violation the
ability bounds coming from baryon stability@Sec. IV~i!# can
be strengthened.

We should comment on some previous work that be
some resemblance to our own. Certainly ‘‘anthropic’’ arg
ments based on the stability of the deuteron are not n
They have been discussed by many authors, including
zental@26#, Barrow and Tipler@4#, and Okun@27#. Generally
these discussions consider a variation in the strength of
nucleon-nucleon potential due to varyingas rather thanm2

as we do. Moreover, the discussions in the literature
which we are aware contemplate only what happens
small variations of parameters away from their observed
ues, as opposed to considering the whole possible range
parameter as we do. In particular, the observation that m
of the range ofm2,0 gives rise toD11 domains that are
sterile in both a nuclear and chemical sense is new. Mo
over, as far as we know, no one has considered before
question of what happens for positivem2. One must, of
course, do this if one is to explain the magnitude ofm2. More
generally, we are unaware of any previous discussion wh
frames the question explicitly in terms of solving the gau
hierarchy problem.

There exist in the literature@28# models which have ‘‘mir-
ror’’ sectors with SU(3)83SU(2)83U(1)8 interactions, the
same particle content as the ordinary sector, but large va
of the vacuum expectation value that breaks SU(28
3U(1)8. These were constructed as models of sterile neu
nos in order to explain recent experimental results on n
trino oscillations. The mirror sector looks just as would t
ordinary sector ifv were simply scaled up in value.~The
requirement that the weak scale of the mirror sector be la
arises from observational constraints.! Mohapatra and
Teplitz @28# have explored some of the phenomenology
such a mirror sector with largevmirror , and, in fact, have
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noted that for large enoughvmirror they have no stable nucle
except the mirror analogue of protons — our ‘‘proton d
main’’ case. They did not, however, discuss the ‘‘D11 do-
main’’ case, and, of course, did not consider the smalv
case. Moreover, they were not considering multi-domain
‘‘anthropic’’ arguments, and were discussing only the ph
nomenology of the mirror sector rather than trying to expla
the value ofv in the ordinary sector.

Cahn @29# has discussed the implications of various p
rameters of the standard model having different values.
has a very brief discussion of the implications of varyingv.
However, he only contemplates very small variations ofv,
and the only effect he considers is the change in reac
rates in the sun due to changing the Fermi constant,GF .

The general kind of multi-domain hypothesis we are p
posing has been discussed by many physicists. This inclu
Sakharov@30#, Zeldovich@31#, Carter@4#, Carr and Rees@5#,
Barrow and Tipler@5#, Rozental@26#, Okun@27#, Linde @32#,
Weinberg @3#, Vilenkin @4#, and Shrock@33#. We would
imagine that some of these authors have entertained i
quite similar to some of those discussed here.

APPENDIX B

Let us make a simple qualitative estimate of the deute
binding energy. A well-known pedagogical model of th
deuteron involves a square well of depthV0535 MeV and
rangeR52 fm, with a hard core of radiusr 0. Let us neglect
the D-wave component, so that theS-wave solutions are

u,~r !5rc,~r !5Asink~r 2r 0!, r 0<r<R, ~B1!

and

u.~r !5rc.~r !5Be2gr , r>R, ~B2!

with k[Am(V02Bd), andg[AmBd. The boundary condi-
tion is therefore

kcotk~R2r 0!52g. ~B3!

There will be a range,Rc , at which the binding energy goe
to zero: i.e.,

kccotkc~Rc2r 0!50, kc[AmV0. ~B4!

If we let dR5R2Rc , we can solve for the present value
R via a Taylor series. To first order inAB we have

cotkc„dR1~Rc2r 0!….2A B

V0
⇒tankcdR.2kcdR

.2A B

V0
. ~B5!

Now, the outer range of the potential is determined by
pion mass,R}1/mp . If we search for the value of the pio
mass at which the deuteron becomes unbound, we equa

dmp

mp
5

dR

R
5A B

V0

1

kcR
'0.2. ~B6!

Thus, according to this calculation, only a 20% increase
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the pion mass would cause an unbound deuteron. And s
the pion mass and the quark masses very nearly obey
relation

mp
2 5~mu1md!

^0uc̄cu0&

Fp
2

}v, ~B7!

a 20% increase in the pion mass corresponds to a 40%
crease inv, or a factor of 2 increase inum2u.
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We shall parametrize the vacuum expectation value a

Bd>F2.22aS v2v0

v0
D G MeV, ~B8!

for small v2v0, where a is some positive constant. Th
square-well calculation givesa.5.5.
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